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ABSTRACT

A study conducted by the Montana Unemployment Insurance Division
indicates that 37 percent of the monetarily ineligible claimants
sampled had errors on their monetary determinations. Furthermore,
over 61 percent of the claimants with errors were improperly denied
unemployment compensation due to the errors.
The author analyzed the study's data to find the loci and causes
of the errors. The data were also analyzed to show which groups of
sampled claimants had the highest error rates. The analysis of the
study's data indicates that Montana employers caused the majority of
the errors. The biggest cause of employer errors occurred when the
employer failed to meet reporting requirements established by state
law. The sampled claimants also caused errors. A majority of the
claimant errors were made when the claimant failed to report out-ofstate wages. The nonreporting of claimants' wages was the biggest
cause of errors where the locus of errors could not be determined.
The analysis also reveals that the Montana Unemployment Insurance and
Job Service and Training Divisions' personnel made very few errors.
The analysis of the data also indicates that the groups of
claimants most prone to the errors in monetary determinations were
among the poorest groups in Montana. The economic and social effects
of unemployment are severe.
It is argued that the errors compounded
these effects by denying the claimants compensation.
It is also
argued that theverrors subverted the legislative intent of the Montana
law establishing unemployment insurance.
In order to correct these errors, six recommendations are made.
They are: change the reporting requirements provision in Montana law,
inform employers of reporting errors, increase the use of existing
computer data by the Job Service Office personnel to find errors,
change employer reporting and claim taking forms.for better data
reporting, require proof of claimant's Social Security Number and
require the Job Service Office personnel to notify claimants to report
all wages or risk being improperly denied compensation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

On August 10, 1935, Congress approved the Social Security Act.
President Franklin Roosevelt stated its purpose was to protect the
American people "against the major hazards and vicissitudes of life."^
Four days later,

Roosevelt signed the legislation.

The Act reads in

part:
An Act to provide for the general welfare by
establishing a system of Federal old age benefits and by
enabling the several states to make more adequate provision
for aged persons... and the administration of their
unemployment compensation laws/
Unemployment insurance was provided for in Titles III,
the Act.

IX and XII of

The Act established unemployment insurance as a federal-

state partnership thus leading to Montana's unemployment insurance
system which was established by state law in 1939.

It states:

As a guide to the interpretation of this Act, the public
policy of this State is declared to be as follows:
Economic
insecurity due to unemployment is a serious menace to the
health, morals and welfare of the people of this State.
Involuntary unemployment is therefore a subject of general
interest concern which requires appropriate action by the
legislature to prevent its spread and to lighten its burden
which not so often falls with crushing force upon the
unemployed worker and his family. The achievement of social
security requires protection against this greatest hazard of
our economic life/
In order to administer unemployment compensation, Montana law
provides for the Montana Unemployment Insurance Division to make
rules.

It states:

2
. . .administer this chapter (Unemployment Insurance law
39-51-101) and it shall have power and authority to adopt,
amend or rescind such rules...make such investigations and
take suclr other actions it deems necessary or suitable to
that end.
Montana law also allows the Unemployment Insurance Division (the
agency) to adopt administrative rules.^
adopting a claim taking system.
process,

The agency responded by

In order to facilitate the claims

the agency devised a standard claim form which is used

throughout the United States.

Each claim has two parts.

the nonmonetary determination.

The first is

This establishes whether the claimant,

in order to be eligible for benefits, was involuntarily unemployed and
is searching for work.

The agency has

issued

a

myriad

administrative rules governing the nonmonetary determinations.
second part of the

claim is

the

monetary determination.

of
The

This

establishes whether the claimant has worked for a certain period of
time and has earned a predetermined amount of wages before being
eligible for benefits.
Montana law requires a claimant to meet the following monetary
criteria before receiving compensation: "An individual must have been
paid wages... in the quarters of his base period an amount totaling
not less than 1 1/2 times his base period high quarter wages."0

The

Montana law defines the base period as "the first four of the last
five completed calendar- quarters immediately preceding the first day
of an individual's benefits year."^

The benefit year begins the day

the claimant first applies for benefits.

For example,

if a claimant

has earned $1,200 in his highest quarter, he must have had wages of at
least $1,800 during the base period to receive benefits.

The second
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criterion is that the claimant must "have had at least twenty weeks of
work with an average of $50 per week...

in the base period*.

To

qualify for benefits, the total base period wages must be $1,000 or
more."®
The focus of this paper is on monetary determinations, a topic
which has not been addressed in the literature as indicated, by the
following review of the literature.

Review of the Literature Evaluating
Unemployment Compensation

While there have been many studies on the economic impacts of
unemployment compensation,

very little has been written on the

evaluation of its administration.

Studies have been made on such

nonmonetary issues as work search policies and the voluntary quitting
of employees.

For example,

Margaret M. Dahm and Phyllis H.

Fineshriber studied the voluntary quitting of employees due to
marriage, moving with spouse, and lack of child care.

However, until

recently monetary determination issues have not been studied.

For

example, in 1980, the General Accounting Office (GAO) studied the
nonmonetary determinations made in New Hampshire.
consider studying the monetary determinations.

The GAO did not

It states, "We did not

review monetary determinations because the possibility of errors in
this area is negligible."^®

The only published study available on

monetary determinations was written by Robert St. Louis.

St. Louis

concentrated on the characteristics of claimants who were monetarily
eligible

and

ineligible

for

benefits.**

The

scant

literature
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available on this subject is evident in the fact that a computerized
literature search by the Montana State University library did not
reveal any studies of unemployment insurance monetary determinations.
Professors Robert D. St. Louis and Paul L. Burgess of Arizona State
University, renowned for their research on unemployment insurance, did
not know of any research conducted on the subject.

12

In 1980, Jerry L. Kingston and Paul L. Burgess wrote a report
entitled "Estimating Overpayments and Improper Payments."

1 O

The

authors, along with St. Louis, followed up their study by conducting a
pilot test audit of claimants receiving benefits in five states.
focus of the study was on the nonmonetary determinations.
monetary determinations were only briefly studied.

The

However,

The study did not

center on the claimants receiving benefits, per se, but on a random
selection of a week during which a particular claimant received
benefits.

The authors state:

The essence of the methodology used in this study was to
make a comprehensive determination about whether each of the
weeks in the selected sample of weeks of compensated
unemployment during the fourth quarter (this was the only
quarter studied)... was properly paid.
The study results indicated that as few as 4.6 percent and as many as
71.9

percent

of the

weeks

sampled had errors

in monetary

determinations due to incorrect reporting of wages.^

It also

indicated that the error rates in the amount of compensation the
claimants should have received ranged from 1.9 percent to 36.1
percent.^
errors.

The study did not attempt to find the causes of the

5

The study was later expanded to forty-seven states, including
Montana, in a program administered by the U.S. Department of Labor
called

"Random Audit."

In

1984,

the Random Audit program

was

established in Montana within the Planning and Evaluation Bureau of
the

Montana

Unemployment

Insurance

Division.

The

program

administrators divided Montana into five regions: Northwest, West,
West Central, Central/Northeast and East/Southeast and an investigator
was hired for each region.

The Montana Random Audit took place from

June 1984 to June 1985.

Throughout that period a sample of 100

claimants' benefit weeks were audited.

The monetary determination

study portion of the Montana results showed that 51.9 percent of the
weeks sampled had errors due to the incorrect reporting of wages.^
It also indicated that the error rate in the amount of compensation
the claimants should have received was 24 percent.
pilot study,

18

As with the

the Montana study did not attempt to address the causes

of the errors.
In June 1985, the Random Audit program ended in all states and a
new version of the program, "Quality Control," was to begin.

The

Quality Control Study was to be conducted just as the Random Audit
program, except it was to be computerized.

19

The Quality Control

study suffered many setbacks until it finally began on March 30, 1986.
There seem to have been three' causes for. the delays.
states were unhappy with the Random Audit results.
Unemployment Insurance Administrator in Oregon,
data were meaningless.

He states:

First,

the

Ray Thorne,

complained that the

6
The Random Audit, since we cannot make heads or tails of
that data, -..and since we cannot make analysis that say
this is action we should be taking, we have now launched on
a program of simplication so that the data can become more
meaningful... Random Audit as it exists today is not a tool
that is going to tell you how to fix the system. u
The states' unemployment insurance administrators seemed to be
concerned that the Quality Control program data would be as useless as
the Random Audit data;

Sally Ward, Director, Illinois Department of

Employment Security notes:

j

I think it's important to be able to understand what
kind of mistakes are being made and where those mistakes are
being made... in order to have a good Quality Control
program, we have to look beyond the errors. i
The second cause for the delays was that the AFL-CIO was against
the Quality Control program.

Jim Ellenberger, Assistant Director,

Department of Occupational Safety and Health and Social Security, AFLCIO declared:
We have disagreements with the Department (Labor) in its
failure to include the more serious problems of tax
delinquencies and no attention at all to underpayments due
to denials (in the Quality Control study). ...limiting the
scope of Quality Control to only consider claimants
receiving benefits would limit the pressures certain to
arise from revealing what we in the AFL-CIO believe to be
massive instances of underpayments, as well as the failure
to make any payment at all on the thousands of claims. Such
a disclosure would force the Department of Labor and the
Administration to address the real disaster in unemployment
insurance but no one in the Department is interested in
correcting these errors that are being perpetrated on the
down-and-out and the jobless. z .
The third cause for the delays was an apparent lack of leadership
at the U.S. Department of Labor while Secretary Raymond Donovan was
having personal legal problems.

In May 1985 a new Labor Secretary,

William Brock, took over the agency and "assessed the appropriateness

7
and adequacy of the Quality Control system as an oversight tool."^
Michael Baroody explains:
The sheer size and magnitude of the step contemplated in
imposing Quality Control on the fifty state programs was
sufficient to persuade the Secretary that he needed some
time so that he could persuade himself that the case was
strong for going foward or, in the alternative, that the
case was equally strong for not going forward, or going
forward in some different way.
Brock apparently took the states' and the AFL-CIO's opinions into
consideration as the revised Quality Control program includes special
studies of problem areas (such as a study of denial of benefits) which
X

address the causes of the errors being made.^-*

However, the main

thrust of the Quality Control program is still on auditing claimants
receiving benefits.
While the Quality Control program was being delayed, the Montana
Random Audit/Quality Control administrators kept the investigators on
the payroll because they were unsure when the new program would begin.
The administrators viewed the delay in implementing the Quality
Control program as an opportunity to complete a study of claimants
monetarily ineligible for benefits by investigating their monetary
determinations.

This local,

ad hoc study and its startling

implications will be the focus of this paper.

It should be noted that

had it not been for the delays in the Quality Control program and the
administrators' willingness to use the investigators on a project not
related to the unrevised Quality Control program, such an ad hoc study
would never have been made.

In this paper, the study will be referred

to as the Montana Unemployment Insurance Division study of monetary
determinations.
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Montana Unemployment Insurance Division
Study of Monetary Determinations

The study conducted by the Montana Unemployment

Insurance

Division focused on a random sample of 410 monetary determinations of
Montana claimants initially applying for benefits from August 5 to
October 18,

1985.

Those selected for the study had to meet two

additional criteria.

The first was that the claimant had to be

monetarily ineligible for benefits.

Any errors in monetary

determinations would probably hurt this group the hardest as the
errors might have denied the claimants compensation.

According to the

population data, (see Appendix B, Table 2) this group comprised nearly
31 percent of all initial Montana claimants.

The second criterion was

that

any

the above claimants

must not

government or out-of-state wages.

have

military,

federal

These wages were excluded due to

the difficulty of auditing the employers' wage records.

It would be

very expensive and time consuming for the investigators to visit the
out-of-state,

military or federal government employers.

The

population data also show that 61.8 percent of all initial Montana
monetarily ineligible claimants filing for benefits in the 2 1/2 month
period met these requirements.

In this paper, claimants who met the

above qualifications will be referred to as regular ineligible
claimants.
The study's data are divided in two parts.

The first part is

data on the population of all initial monetary determinations made
throughout

the

study's

duration.

This

was

the

basis

for

the
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aforementioned population data. The second part of data is the sample
data.

These data show the number of regular ineligible claimants and

the number sampled each week in the five regions.

These data may be

found in Appendix B, Table 3.
The results of the monetary determination study conducted by the
Montana Unemployment Insurance Division (see Appendix C) reveal that
37 percent of the regular ineligible claimants had errors on their
monetary determinations.

The study reflects a 95 percent confidence

that the real percentage of errors in monetary determinations is about
37 percent of the 410 files

reviewed.

Thus,

if

all

monetary

determinations of regular ineligible claimants were to be audited. The
chances are ninety-five in 100 that the real percentage of errors in
monetary determinations would be in the range of 32 to 42 percent.
The study followed each of the 152 regular ineligible claimants
who had errors on their monetary determinations (37 percent of 410).
The study indicates that a startling 60.5 percent of the above
claimants would have been both monetarily and nonmonetarily eligible
for benefits (see Appendix C).

In other words, 22.4 percent (60.5

percent of 37 percent) of the regular ineligible claimants were
improperly denied compensation due to monetary determination errors.
The significance of the errors is staggering.

The total number

of regular ineligible claimants that filed for benefits in the 2 1/2
month period,

including the 410 sampled, was 1,282.

When multiplied

by the 22.4 percent error rate, it is estimated by the author that 287
claimants were improperly determined to be ineligible to receive
benefits due to the errors.

Since there are no such data on the
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amount of lost benefits to those who were improperly denied, we can
only estimate the range of compensation lost.

The lowest amount of

benefits a claimant in Montana can receive is $344 ($43 per week for
eight weeks) while the highest amount of benefits a claimant in
Montana can receive is $4,446 ($171 per week for twenty-six weeks).
Hence the range of total benefits the 287 claimants lost extends from
a low of $98,728 to a high of $1,276,002.

Ceteris paribus, an annual

total of 1,665 claimants would be incorrectly denied benefits.

The

total annual benefits lost to Montana regular ineligible claimants
would range from $572,760 to $7,402,590.
As shocking as the above data may seem,
claimants denied benefits is even greater.
claimants were out of work.

the impact on the

We should not forget the

In October 1985, the last month in which

the sample was taken, the average worker in Montana earned $283.80 per
week.

-With the loss of earnings, the benefits from unemployment

compensation may be their only means for survival.

The errors also

subverted the legislative intent of the unemployment law providing
benefits to those who are involuntarily unemployed.

The loci and

causes of the errors must be isolated and corrected in order that
those entitled to benfits will receive them under the law.

Thus, the

purpose of this paper is to identify the loci and causes of the
specific errors, and to propose strategies to correct them.

-

Summary
Unemployment insurance monetary determinations have never been
extensively studied.

The Montana Unemployment Insurance Division
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using their Random Audit/Quality Control staff and investigators
sought to correct this lack of knowledge on the subject by completing
a study of 410 randomly sampled regular ineligible Montana claimants.
The agency found that 37 percent of the claimants sampled had errors
on their monetary determinations.

Furthermore, nearly 61 percent of

the claimants sampled with monetary determination errors were
improperly denied unemployment compensation because of the errors.
The estimated total annual loss of benefits due to errors range from
nearly $600,000 to over $7 million.

The loss of these benefits may

have had dire consequences for the claimants improperly denied
benefits due to the errors.
This chapter established that errors were made on monetary
determinations.

Chapter 2 details the methodology and results of the

Montana Unemployment Insurance Division study.

Chapter 3 addresses

the social and economic impacts of unemployment and the errors.
final chapter offers six recommendations to reduce the errors.

The
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CHAPTER 2

THE METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS OF THE MONTANA UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE DIVISION STUDY OF MONETARY DETERMINATIONS

Methodology

This chapter will examine the methodology of

the

Montana

Unemployment Insurance Division study of monetary determinations.

It

will also analyze the study results to show the loci and causes of the
errors.
On each weekday from August 5 through October 18,

1985, a Random

Audit/Quality Control staff person received a copy of every monetary
determination printed that day.

The monetary determination form

includes the claimant’s name, Social Security Number, week worked,
wages earned,

the company names and unemployment insurance tax

identification numbers of all employers in the base year.
shows the eligibility status of the claimant.

It also

The staff person

reviewed each of the forms and totalled the numbers of monetary
determinations according to the following categories: eligible,
regular ineligible,

ineligible with military wages,

ineligible with

federal government wages and ineligible with out-of-state wages.
These data were entered in a computer and later combined into a weekly
summary.

These data were the basis for the population data in Table 2

of Appendix A.

After the monetary determinations were counted, a

random sample of regular ineligible monetary determinations was
conducted by the staff person.

The Random Audit/Quality Control
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administrators were in charge of setting the sample parameters.
divided Montana in five regions according to Zip Codes.
are: Northwest,
East/Southeast.

West,

West Central,

They

The regions

Central/Northeast and

The regions* Zip Codes and the sampling procedures

can be found in Appendix A.

The administrators randomly chose the

sample to be taken on every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Since it

takes one day for the monetary determinations to be processed, the
sample consisted of claimants applying for benefits on Friday, Tuesday
and Thursday.

According to Sue Raney, an unemployment insurance claim

taker, Monday and Tuesdays are the busiest days for filing claims
while Wednesday and Thursday are moderately busy with Friday being the
slowest day.

27

A spot check of three Job Service offices by the

author, confirms this information.
The administrators also decided that four regular ineligible
claimants' monetary determinations should be sampled on Monday and
three on Wednesday and Friday in each region.

Thus in an eight week

period, over four hundred regular ineligible claimants' monetary
determinations would be sampled.

However, it took over ten weeks for

the sample size to reach the four hundred level.

The cause of the

delay can probably be attributed to the administrators' decision to
sample more monetary determinations of claims taken on the slowest day
while fewer were sampled from the busier days.

The data cannot

confirm this cause because all data were aggregated in a weekly
format.
After the sample was drawn, the staff person telephoned each
investigator and gave him or her the information contained on the

14

monetary determination form.
procedures,

According to the investigating

the investigator would try to interview all regular
nn

ineligible claimants sampled/0

'

The investigator asked the regular

ineligible claimants several demographic questions.

The regular

ineligible claimant was also asked if the monetary determination was
correct,

i.e.,

weeks worked.

the Social Security Number, amount of wages earned and
If the wages or weeks worked were incorrect, the

claimant was asked to produce evidence showing the proper amount of
wages and weeks worked.29

If the regular ineligible claimant was

unavailable for an interview, it was assumed that he or she could not
produce any evidence

contrary

to

the

data

on

the

monetary

on

determination form/u

The data reveal that 77 percent of those

sampled were interviewed (see Appendix C).
The investigating procedures also called for the investigator to
audit the books of the regular ineligible claimant's employer(s)
within 100 miles of the investigator if,

1) the regular ineligible

claimant believed the monetary determination was wrong;

2) the

regular ineligible claimant had at least sixteen weeks of employment
and had wages of at least $1,000 in the base period;

or 3)

the

regular ineligible claimant had at least $800 of wages and had worked
at least twenty weeks in the base period.31

The administrators’

reasons for establishing the above criteria appear to have been that
they felt that regular ineligible claimants would be the most likely
to be denied compensation due to the errors.

The data indicate only

26 percent of the regular ineligible claimants sampled had their
employer(s) audited (see Appendix C).
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While the investigations centered on the regular ineligible
claimants and employers, the investigators also probed errors made by
the Central Office, Job Service Offices and the computerized claim
n

taking system.

• -

’

‘

•

The remainder of this chapter will focus on an

analysis of all errors discovered in the sample.

Results of The Sample Audit

One hundred fifty-two of the regular ineligible claimants sampled
had errors on their monetary determinations.

The following table

shows the loci of the errors.

Table 1.

Loci Of Errors

Number
of
Errors

%

Employer

105

69

Claimant

14

9

7

5

6

4

5

3

15

10

152

100%

Job Service Office
Computerized Claim
Taking System
Central Office
Ambiguous

Totals

1
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As might be expected, the investigative procedures played a role
in the error rates.

When an employer was audited there was a 6.6

percent greater chance of detecting errors (see Appendix D, Table 4).
However, when the regular ineligible claimant was interviewed,

there

was an 80.2 percent greater chance of detecting errors (see Appendix
D,

Table 5).

The causes of the errors will be detailed in the

remainder of this chapter.

Employer Errors

Employers are required to keep track of the workers' employment
information, e.g., employees' names, Social Security Number, weeks
worked, and wages paid.

32

Each quarter, the employer reports this

information to the Montana Unemployment Insurance Division's Central
Office along with their tax payment.

The data from the employer

reports.are entered into the computer and become the basis for the
monetary determinations.
The biggest cause of employer errors occurred when the employer
failed to report the correct number of weeks the claimant worked.
This accounted for 35 percent^of all employer errors.

Thirty-one

percent of the employer errors were caused when the regular ineligible
claimant's Social Security Number was missing from the reports or was
incorrectly recorded.

Errors in reporting wages accounted for 10

percent of the employer errors.

Other reporting errors accounted for

11 percent of the employer errors.

Seven percent of the employer

errors were caused when employers failed to file a report to the
Central Office,

or filed it

late.

Hence

the

employer's

name,

17

claimant’s wages and weeks worked were not contained on the monetary
determination.

Five percent of the employer errors were made when the

employer incorrectly believed the regular ineligible claimant was an
"independent contractor."

Under current Montana law, unemployment

insurance taxes do not have

to be paid

independent contractor status.

on employees

with

the

The remaining 2 percent of errors

occurred when an employer failed'to register with the Central Office
and did not pay taxes (see Appendix C).

Claimant Errors

Before receiving unemployment compensation, the claimant must
visit the nearest Job Service Office to apply for benefits.
claimant is given the UI-202 form to fill out.

The

This form lists the

claimant's Social Security Number and other vital information.

The

form asks the claimant if he or she has worked for the federal
government, military or an out-of-state employer.
if the claimant is self employed.

The form also asks

Self employers are exempt from

paying unemployment insurance taxes on their wages and are ineligible
to receive benefits. ^
unemployment.

The form also inquires to the reasons for

This is used for the nonmonetary determination.

The

claimant is also required to give the name and address of their last
employer and the dates worked.

Job Service personnel reviews the UI-

202 form with the claimant and enters the data into the computerized
claim taking system.
The most frequent cause of errors was that the regular ineligible
claimant did not report out-of-state wages.

This accounted for 64

18

percent of the regular ineligible claimant errors.

Twenty-nine

percent of the errors occurred when the regular ineligible claimant
misreported their Social Security Number.

The remaining 7 percent

(n=l) of the errors happened when a regular ineligible claimant
incorrectly reported that he or she was not self employed (see
Appendix C).

Job Service Office Errors

On June 6, 1933, an act of Congress was adopted which sought to:
. . .provide for establishment of a national employment
system and for cooperation with the states in the promotion
of such system, and for other purposes. ^
In 1937, a state employment service was established by Montana law.
The duties of the state employment service is to "establish and
maintain free public employment offices in such number and in such
places as may be necessary for the proper administration of this
O

chapter."

fZ

Currently, there are twenty-four Job Service Offices

across the state.

A cooperative agreement between the Job Service and

Training Unemployment Insurance Divisions of Montana allows Job
Service personnel to administer unemployment insurance claims.

The

Montana Unemployment Insurance Division compensates the Job Service
and Training Division for the claim taking.

o?

There were a total of seven errors made by the Job Service
employees.

Six of the errors were made when the Job Service workers

incorrectly transferred data from the UI-202 forms to the computerized
claim taking system.

The remaining errors occurred when a claim was

unintentionally taken by the Job Service personnel (see Appendix C).
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Computerized Claim Taking System Errors

On August 5,

1985,

the Montana Unemployment Insurance Division

adopted a computerized claim taking system.

Prior to that date,

claims were placed on the UI-202 form and sent to Helena.

all

The forms

are still filled out but are used by the Job Service personnel for
computer input.

According to the Random Audit/Quality Control

administrators, the errors were due to faulty programming and were
corrected when discovered.

Central Office Errors

The Montana Unemployment Insurance Division is responsible for
laying and collecting all unemployment insurance taxes; collecting all
employer reports and entering them into a computer; and keeping all
employer files up to date.
The majority of the errors (80 percent) occurred when an office
worker incorrectly entered data from the employer reports into the
computer.

The remaining errors were caused when an office person did

not change an employer's tax account number after a business was sold
(see Appendix C).

Ambiguous Errors

Fifteen percent of all errors could not be attributed to a single
source by the Random Audit/Quality Control investigators; hence, they
were ambiguous errors.

Fourteen of the errors were caused when the

claimant or Job Service personnel failed to report the claimant's
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military, federal government, or out-of-state wages.

The remaining

error, occurred when either the claimant or the Job Service worker, or
both, failed to report the claimant’s last employer (see Appendix C).
Summary of the Loci and Causes of the Errors
The Montana Unemployment Insurance Division study data reveal
that a majority of the monetary determination errors were made by
Montana employers.

The biggest cause of employer errors was the

misreporting of the number of weeks the regular ineligible claimants
worked.

Other employer errors were also significant.

The study's data show that regular ineligible claimants also made
reporting errors.

The most frequent reporting error occurred when the

regular ineligible claimants failed to report their out-of-state
wages.
The study's data note that there were very few errors committed
by the Montana Unemployment Insurance Division Central and Job Service
and Training Division Offices.

Programming errors made shortly after

the computerized claim taking system was adopted also accounted for
very few errors.
The remaining errors in monetary determinations could not be
attributed to a single loci.

The majority of these errors were caused

when the regular ineligible claimant or the Job Service personnel
failed to report the claimants' out-of-state, military or federal
government wages.
The

loci

and causes of the errors have been established.

However, the above information does not indicate what groups of the
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claimants sampled, classified by gender, age, education, residence,
prior employment and number of employers in the base period, were
disadvantaged by the errors.

The following chapter will show what

groups of the sampled claimants were most likely to be deprived of
unemployment compensation due to the errors and the probable social
and economic consequences of unemployment and errors.
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CHAPTER 3

THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF UNEMPLOYMENT
AND ERRORS IN MONETARY DETERMINATIONS

Tables 5 to 11 in Appendix D indicate that the following groups
of sampled claimants were the most affected by the errors: male, 67.1
percent;

18 to 34 years of age,

62.5 percent;

had high school

education or less, 61.9 percent; worked in the wholesale/trade/retail
and service industries,

50.6 percent;

lived in the Western and

Northwestern regions of Montana, 46.7 percent; and had two or more
employers in the base year.

These statistic don't reveal the economic

and social impacts of unemployment as aggravated by the denial of
unemployment compensation resulting from the errors.

These human

impacts will be the focus of this chapter.

Social Impacts

Work has always played a special role in peoples' lives.

Elliott

Liebow explains:
From the very beginning of human history, it has been
through work that man has provided himself with the
necessities of life. So closely is work tied in with the
social psychological development of man that it is almost
impossible to think of what it means to be human without,
thinking of work. °
Karl

Marx called

existance."

work

"the

fundamental condition of human

Sigmund Freud noted, "Work is man's strongest tie to

reality.When work is stripped away from an individual severe
personal and social trauma can result. Harvey Brenner at Johns Hopkins
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associates unemployment with increases in mortality rates,

suicides,

homicides, alcoholism and admissions to state mental hospitals and
prisons.^*
The personal and social impacts can be traced to human
socialization.

Jim Hughes, an unemployed welder, explains:

That (applying for unemployment compensation) hurt my
pride a little. More than a little... I guess it was from
the way I was brought up. Do things for yourself. Nobody
gives you anything for nothing... pretty soon you start
creating your own problems. I drank a little heavy. The
wife and I had problems.
We started to have little
arguments. It wouldn’t have happened if I'd been working...
I had no idea of what was going to happen to me. No idea,
no hopes, no nothing. Everything had went down the tubes. >
That's the attitude I had.
It's the wrong attitude to have,
I guess, but sometimes you get to the point of wanting to
give up. You know you can't give up... You have a feeling
of total worthlessness. You're just worthless. ^
The plight of the unemployed is tragic.

However, their misery

was compounded when errors in monetary determinations made many
ineligible to receive benefits.

It is unknown what additional

suffering was caused by the errors,

but the errors and the.resulting

loss of benefits had the potential to destroy lives.

The unemployed

person is not only disgraced by the effects of unemployment, he or she
may become economically crippled.
It is these effects which the Montana unemployment system was
prescribed by law to alleviate.

Montana law states:

. As a guide to the interpretation of this Act, the public
policy of this State is declared to be as follows: Economic
insecurity due to unemployment is a serious menace to the
health, morals and welfare of the people of this State.
Involuntary unemployment is therefore a subject of general
interest concern which requires appropriate action by the
legislature to prevent its spread and to lighten its burden
which not so often falls with crushing force upon the
unemployed worker and his family. The achievement of social
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security requires protection against this greatest hazard of
our economic life.

Economic Impacts

One must remember that the unemployed worker has lost his or her
economic freedom.

He or she can no longer rely on a periodic paycheck

and must depend on other sources of income; e.g.,
unemployment compensation.

savings, loans,

Often those who are making the least

amount of money become unemployed.

Liebow states,

"Unemployment is

directional and selective, and it strikes particularly at those at the
bottom of our society.Besides income, the unemployed worker is
deprived of other benefits such as medical insurance.
an unemployed worker in California,

points out,

medical insurance myself; it costs too much.

Marcia Hackett,
"I can't afford

An emergency, if I fell

ill and ran up big medical bills, would wipe me out.

The economic

impacts of unemployment on workers formerly earning low wages in
Montana is especially harsh as the data indicates that these are the
most likely to be prone to monetary determination errors.
The data indicate that the claimants who had previously worked in
the wholesale/trade/retail, and service industries were the most
inclined to have errors.

Data gathered by the Montana Department of

Labor and-Industry show that the service and trade industries paid the
lowest wages in Montana. The average weekly wage of workers in the
Montana service industries was $252.67 in February 1986, and the
average weekly wage of workers in the Montana trade industries was
$197.86.

Data for the wholesale and retail industries were not
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available.

Thus those who most needed the benefits were the most

likely to have errors on their monetary determination which may have
caused them to be ineligible for compensation.
The above data also show that males were most affected by the
errors.

This may have had a drastic effect on the families of the

unemployed if the male was the major source of income.

When the

principal wage earner becomes unemployed, children may have had to do
without such things as adequate nutrition and clothing.

The errors,

by depriving many of the sampled claimants of benefits, compounded the
economic effects of being unemployed.
The sample data also indicate that the youngest claimants with
the least education were also disadvantaged by the errors.
Unemployment in these groups has major economic consequences for the
rest of society.

Lester Thurow states:

Unemployed young people or young people who have dropped
out of both school and the work force represent individuals
who are not acquiring skills and good work habits. What
this portends for the distribution of earnings in the future
is hard to say since we have never before had a period where
so much of the unemployment of our society is concentrated
among the young... Certainly it is hard to think that it
will do anything except make the distribution of earnings
more unequal in the future. '
In addition to the above characteristics, a majority of the
regular ineligible claimants with monetary determination errors had
more than one employer in the base year.

This means the regular

ineligible claimant had probably experienced unemployment at least
twice in the base year.
stable employment.

The regular ineligible claimant did not have

Instead, the regular ineligible claimant moved

from one job to another without being able to receive the benefits
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that accrue to long-term employment such as seniority, pension and
health plans.

The effects of the sporadic short term employment may

haunt the claimant for the rest of his or her life.

The errors in

monetary determination again compounded the effects of unemployment by
denying benefits.

Without unemployment compensation, the claimant may

have had to seek governmental assistance or find another low paying
short-term job to survive.

At the very least, unemployment

compensation affords claimants the freedom to search for better, long¬
term jobs.
The above data further indicate that most errors in monetary
determinations hit regular ineligible claimants living in Northwest
and Western Montana the hardest.

The western regions of Montana have

been more economically depressed than Montana's eastern regions or the
nation as a whole.

The Western Congressional District of Montana had

an unemployment rate of 9.7 percent in February 1986 while the Montana
Eastern Congressional District's unemployment rate was 8.9 percent for
the same month of

1986.

The February 1986 Montana Western

Congressional District rate was 25.7 percent higher than the national
unemployment rate of 7.2 percent.
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Summary

'

The following groups of sampled claimants were the most prone to

having errors on their monetary determinations: male, 18 to 34 years
of age,

had high school education or less,

worked in the

wholesale/trade/retail and service industries, lived in the western
regions of Montana and had two or more employers in the base year.
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These groups were among the poorest groups in Montana.
benefits compounded the economic impacts of unemployment.

The loss of
The social

impacts of unemployment were also thought to be aggravated by the
errors.
It is at least arguable that the errors have in fact subverted
the legislative intent of the Montana law establishing unemployment
insurance,

which was prescribed to alleviate the social and economic

impacts of unemployment.
A

pattern of

the affects

of

the errors has emerged.

The

claimants sampled who were the most disadvantaged by unemployment were
also

the

most

determinations.

likely

to have had errors on their monetary

Over 20 percent of the claimants sampled had to

endure not only the social and economic hardships of unemployment, but
the additional calamity of having errors on their monetary
determinations deny them compensation to which they were justly
entitled.

James Madison in Federalist Paper Number 51 states,

"Justice is the end of government.

It is the end of civil society.

It has ever been and ever will be pursued until it be obtained or
until liberty be lost in the pursuit.The errors denied the
sampled claimants the liberty of being treated as any other claimant
for unemployment compensation.

Justice Sutherland notes:

The saddest epitaph which can be carved in memory of a
vanished liberty is that it was lost because its possessors
failed to stretch forth a saving hand while yet there was
time»
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CHAPTER 4

RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUMMARY

Recommendations

In this section,
errors

six recommendations are proposed to reduce the

which resulted

compensation.

in

the

improper denial of

unemployment

Central Office errors will not be addressed as only

five were made.

This is remarkable considering that the Central

Office personnel enter up to 123 different data elements into the
computer for each employer.

One hundred and eighty-nine of the

claimants sampled had one employer and 157 had more than one employer
so at the minimum, there were a total of 346 employers.

Hence, there

may have been as many as 42,558 separate data entries with only five
errors made.
low.

Similarly the Job Service Office errors were amazingly

The Job Service Office personnel entered the 410 claims sampled,

each of which may have contained thirty different data elements, into
the computer and only a total of seven errors were made.

Minor errors

made by the claimants and employers will also not be addressed.

This

paper will therefore offer the following recommended corrections to
these major problems.
detailed below.
1.

Each of the following recommendations will be

The recommendations are:

The provision in Montana law that claimants must have worked
at least twenty weeks before becoming monetarily eligible
for compensation should be rescinded.
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2.

Inform employers of errors made on the employer reporting
form.

3.

Increase the use of existing computer data by the Job
Service personnel.

4.

Change employer reporting and claim taking forms for easier
reporting of Social Security Numbers.

5.

Require the Job Service Office personnel to ask claimants to
provide proof of their Social Security Number.

6.

Require the Job Service Office personnel to alert all
claimants that the nonreporting of out-of-state, military or
federal government wages

may result

in the denial of

benefits.

Rescind Montana Law

The first recommendation is to correct the employers' errors in
reporting weeks worked by changing the law so that data don't have to
be collected.

A check of monetary qualifications in the states

surrounding Montana by the author indicates that none of the four
states require a claimant to work a minimum number of weeks.

The

surrounding states make the claimants earn a certain amount of wages
before qualifying for benefits as- does Montana.

The twenty, weeks

requirement in state law should be abolished with the minimum wage
qualifications remaining.

The possible effects of this recommendation

are not known as it is unknown how many regular ineligible claimants
are being denied compensation solely on the basis of not having worked
twenty weeks during the base period.
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Inform Employers

The second recommendation is that the Montana Unemployment
Insurance Division should send a bulletin to all employers announcing
that errors have been found in the reporting of weeks worked wages
earned and other data.

The bulletin should read:

NOTICE TO ALL EMPLOYERS

The Montana Unemployment Insurance Division has
discovered many errors in the reporting of the number of
weeks the employees worked, employees' wages, Social
Security Numbers and other data.
These errors may deprive
unemployed workers from receiving benefits to which they are
lawfully entitled. Evidence indicates this is a serious
problem. Please help us alleviate this problem by using the
utmost care in completing the UI-5 Employer's Quarterly Wage
Report form. Your cooperation in this endeaver to reduce
employer reporting errors is greatly appreciated.
The bulletin should be sent out with the quarterly report forms.
The effect of this recommendation should be a lessening in the number
of errors made by the employers.

Increase Data Use

The computerized claim taking system allows the Job Service
personnel to obtain a premonetary determination for each claimant.
The premonetary determination contains the same information as the
monetary determination,
determination.

however it is not an official monetary

A study conducted for the Montana Unemployment

Insurance Division in September 1985

shows that twenty-three of the

twenty-four Job Service Offices has a premonetary determination made
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on each claimant.

The study also indicates that fifteen of the Job

Service Offices

that make premonetary determinations disclose them to

the

Three of the offices do not disclose the premonetary

claimant.

determination results under any circumstances.

Three offices only

tell the claimant if the claimant asks the amount of benefits he or
she will receive or if there is a discrepancy between the claim taking
form and the premonetary determination;

Two offices will only

disclose the premonetary determination if the claimant is eligible for
benefits.

The remaining office will only disclose the pre-monetary

determination when there is a quarter change, as filing in the next
quarter may make the claimant eligible to receive benefits.
All Job Service Offices should be required to give a copy of the
premonetary determination to each claimant.

The claimant can then

spot any differences between his or her earnings record and the
premonetary determination.

The Job Service worker should also closely

scrutinize the premonetary determination for errors.

If a discrepancy

exists between the claim and premonetary determination, the claimant
should be asked to provide evidence, e.g., check stubs, to show the
wages or other data on the premonetary determination is incorrect.
the

If

claimant provides evidence contrary to the premonetary

determination or if there is an obvious error,

such as omission of an

employer's wages, the Job Service Office should contact the Central
Office to check the employer's records and determine if an employer
reporting error has been made.

The effect of this recommendation will

be to catch any errors before the claimant is officially determined to
be eligible or ineligible for benefits.
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Change Reporting and Claim Taking Forms

The fourth recommendation is to change the format of the Social
Security Number space on the UI-5 Employer Quarterly Wage Report and
UI-202 claim taking forms.
uninterrupted line.

Currently, both forms provide a straight,

This makes the Social Security Number hard to

read as the digits run together.

This may have caused the errors in

reporting Social Security Numbers.

The following format which is used

by the Social Security Administration on all of its forms:(
should be adopted.

/—/

)

The effect of this recommendation may be to lessen

the number of errors made on reporting Social Security Numbers and
enhance the readability of the numbers.

Check Claimant’s Social Security Number

The fifth recommendation also deals with the problem of errors in
reporting Social Security Numbers.

It recommends the Job Service

personnel to ask the claimants to provide proof of their Social
Security Number.

The claimant could show their Social Security Card

to the Job Service worker.

If the claimant cannot find their Social

Security Card, a Montana Driver’s License issued after 1982 listing
the holder's Social Security Number may be used to verify the number.
The effect of this recommendation would be to cut down on the number
of errors made by the claimant in reporting his or her Social Security
Number.
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Notify Claimants

The

sixth recommendation addresses

nonreporting of military,
employers.

the problem of the

federal government or out-of-state

The UI-202 claim taking form asks the claimant if he or

she has worked in the military, the federal government or for out-ofstate employers.
The errors in reporting these employers indicate that a simple
question on the claim taking form is not sufficient.

The Job Service

worker should, when taking a claim, notify the claimant that the
nonreporting of employers (including the federal government, military
and out-of-state employers) could result in the improper denial of
benefits. The effect of this recommendation would be to minimize the
number of errors made due to the misreporting of employers by the
claimant.

The above recommendations,

if adopted by the Montana

Unemployment Insurance Division, should eliminate many of the monetary
determination errors which caused many of the claimants sampled to be
unlawfully denied unemployment compensation.

Summary

This

paper has

shown that errors on Montana unemployment

insurance monetary determinations improperly denied compensation to
over 20 percent of the monetary ineligible claimants sampled.

The

majority of the errors were caused by employers misreporting the
claimants' wages, weeks worked, Social Security Number and other data.
Reporting errors were also made by the claimants.

Errors caused by
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the Montana Unemployment Insurance Central Office and the Montana Job
Service and Training Divisions were insignificant.

The errors harmed

claimants who were the most vulnerable to the effects of unemployment
and may have made the impacts more severe.

It offers the six

following recommendations to reduce the errors:
1. The provision in Montana law that claimants must have worked
at least twenty weeks before becoming monetarily eligible
for compensation should be rescinded.
2.

Inform employers of errors made on the employer reporting
form.

3.

Increase the use of existing computer data by the Job
Service personnel.

4.

Change employer reporting and claim taking forms for easier
reporting of Social Security Numbers.

5.

Require the Job Service Office personnel to ask claimants to
provide proof of their Social Security Number.

6.

Require the Job Service Office personnel to alert all
claimants that the nonreporting of out-of-state, military or
federal government wages
benefits.

may result

in the denial of
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLING PROCEDURES

The Random Audit/Quality Control staff person counted all
inelgible regular claimants in Montana each day according to regions
broken down by Zip Codes.

The regions and Zip Codes are:

Northwest - Zip Codes 59900-59999 except 59910, 59911, 59914,
59915, 59929 and 59931.
West - The Northwest exceptions and Zip Codes 59800-59899 except
59837, 59850 and 59858.
West Central - The West exceptions and Zip Codes 59600-59899.
Central/Northeast - Zip Codes 59400-59599, 59200-59299 except
59211-59221, 59226, 59242-59247, 59258, 59259, 59270 and
59275.
East/Southeast - The Central Northeast exceptions. Zip Codes
59000-59199 and 59300-59399.
After each region's ineligible regular claimants were counted, a
sample was taken in each region.

The last digit of the first regular

ineligible claimant's Social Security Number was used as the random
Number.

For example, the staff person on Mondays had to sample four

claimants in each region.

In the Northwest, the Social Security

n umber of the first regular ineligible claimant might be 000-00-7261.
The last digit of the Social Security Number is one and the staff
person would sample the first,
ineligible claimant.

third,

fifth and seventh regular

If the last digit of the Social Security Number

44
is greater than the total number of regular ineligible claimants then
the staff person would go back to the Social Security Number and use
the next to last digit to detemine the last claimant to be sampled.
If the second to the last number was bigger than the number of regular
ineligible claimants then the staff person would go to the third to
the last digit and so on.
If there were only five regular ineligible claimants in the
Northwest, using the above example, the staff person would select the
first, third, fifth, and second claimants to be sampled.

If for any

reason the first Social Security Number was unusable, i.e., all digits
were greater than the total number of regular ineligible claimants,
the Social Security Number of the second regular ineligible claimant
would be used with the same sampling procedure.
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APPENDIX C

RESULTS OF MONTANA UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE DIVISIONS
STUDY OF MONETARY DETERMINATIONS

Claimants' Gender
284 (69.3%) Male
126 (30.7%) Female
Claimants' Age
131
143
79
37
20

(31.9%)
(34.9%)
(19.3%)
( 9.0%)
( 4.9%)

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+

Claimants' Education
110
175
15
81
27
2

(26.8%)
(42.7%)
( 3.7%)
(19.7%)
( 6.6%)
( .5%)

Did Not Graduate From High School
High School Graduate or GED
Attended Vo-tech or Vo-tech Graduate
Attended College or Junior College
College Graduate
Refused to Answer

Claimants' Industry (from SIC Code of Employer with most wages)
15
15
57
37
13
69
3
117
34
50

( 3.7%)
( 3.7%)
(13.9%)
( 9.0%)
( 3.2%)
(16.8%)
( .7%)
(28.5%)
( 8.3%)
(12.2%)

Agricultural (SIC 01.., 02.., 09..)
Mining (SIC 10, 11.., 12.., 13.., 14..)
Construction (SIC 15.., 16.., 17..)
Manufacturing (SIC 2.., 3..)
Transportation (SIC 4..)
Wholesale/Trade/Retail (SIC 5..)
Finance, Insurance Real Estate (SIC 6..)
Services (SIC 08.., 7.., 8..)
State/Local Government (SIC 9..)
No Employer

Claimants' Residence
82
73
88
84
83

(20%)
(17.8%)
(21.5%)
(20.8%)
(20.7%)

Northwest
West
West Central
Central/Northeast
East/Southeast
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Number of Claimant's Employers in Base Year
64 (15.6%) None
189 (46.1%) One
157 (38.3%) Two or More
Was Claimant Interviewed?
319 (77.8%) Interviewed
91 (22.2%) Not Interviewed
Was Employer(s) Audited?
107 (26.1%) Audited
303 (73.9%) Not Audited
Was Monetary Determination Correct?
258 (63%)
152 (37%)

Correct
Incorrect

If There Had Been No Errors in Monetary Determinations
27 (17.7%) Of the Claimants with Errors Would Have Remained
Monetarily Ineligible for Benefits
33 (21.7%) Of the Claimants With Errors Would Have Been
Monetarily Eligible but Nonmonetarily Ineligible
for Benefits
92 (60.6%) Of the Claimants with Errors Would Have Been
Monetarily and Nonmonetarily Eligible for Benefits
Locus of Error
105 (69%)
14 ( 9%)
7 ( 5%)
6(4%)
5(3%)
15 (10%)

Employer
Claimant ;
Job Service Office
Computerized Claim Taking System
Central Office
•
Ambiguous

Causes of Employer Errors
37
32
10
12
7
5
2

(35.2%)
(30.5%)
( 9.5%)
(11.4%)
( 6.7%)
( 4.8%)
( 1.9%)

Missing or Wrong Weeks
Missing or Wrong Social Security Number
Missing or Wrong Wages
Other Reporting Errors
Missing or Delinquent Report
Independent Contractor
Unregistered Employer
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Causes of Claimant Errors
9 (64.3%) Claimant Did Not Report Out of State Employer(s)
4 (28.6%) Claimant Reported Wrong Social Security Number
1 ( 7.1%) Claimant Incorrectly Reported Not Being Self
Employed
Causes of Job Service Office Errors
6 (85.7%) Office Personnel Entered Wrong Data on Computerized
Claim Taking System
1 (14.3%) Office Personnel Unintentionally Filed Claim
Causes of Central Office Errors
4 (80%)
1 (20%)

Office Personel Incorrectly Entered Information in
Computer
Office Personnel Failed to Change Employer Account
Number

Causes of Ambiguous Errors
14 (93.3%) Failure to Report Military, Federal Government or
Out of State Wages by Claimant or Job Service Worker
1 ( 6.7%) Confusion Over Claimant's Last Employer by Claimant
or Job Service Worker
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APPENDIX D

CHARACTERISTICS OF REGULAR INELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS

Table 4.

Errors When Employer was Audited.

Employer Employer
was was not
Audited Audited

Correct

258 (100%)

26 (10.0%)

232 (90.0%)

Incorrect

152 (100%)

81 (53.3%)

71. (46.7%)
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Table 5.

Errors When Regular Inelgible Claimant Was Interviewed.

Regular
Ineligible
Claimant
was
Interviewed

Regular
Ineligible
Claimant
was not
Interviewed

Correct

258 (100%) 182 (70.5%) 76 (29.5%)

Incorrect

152 (100%) 137 (90.1%) 15 (9.9%)
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Table 6.

Errors By Gender.

Male

Female

Correct

258

(100%)

182

(70.5%)

76

(29.5%)

Incorrect

152

(100%)

102

(67.1%)

50

(32.9%)
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Table 7.

Errors By Age.

18-24

25-34

35-44

258(100%)

89(34,5%)

90(34.8%)

43(16.7%)

23(8.9%)

13(5.0%)

Incorrect 152(100%)

42(27.6%)

53(34.9%)

36(23%)

14(9.2%)

7(4.6%)

Correct

45-55

55+
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Table 10. Errors By Region.

Northwest

Correct

West

West
Central

Central/
East/
Northeast Southeast

258(100%) 45(17.5%) 39(15.1%) 65(25.7%) 56(21.7%) 53(20.5%)

Incorrect 152(100%) 37(24.3%) 34(22.4%) 23(15.1%) 28(18.4%) 30(19.8%)
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Table 11. Errors By Number of Employers In Base Year.

None

Correct 258 (100%)
Incorrect

152 (100%)

One

.

Two
or more’

62 (24%)

119 (46.1%)

77 (29.8%)

2 (1.3%)

70 (46.0%)

80 (52.7%)

